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Mamma Mia - 'I Have a Dream' Turning Fantasies into Reality

 Competition to find the new Sophie and Sky - Mamma Mia I have a dream winners Stevie and Tobias
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 Resources for music teachers 



A teachers guide to lesson offers

 Music teachers using the platform MusicTeachers.co.uk now have the option to send students lesson offers. Teach how you want to teach with high levels of flexibility around pricing and scheduling, all presented nicely for students.
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 Resources for students 



A guide to the products available at MusicTeachers.co.uk

 Whether you're arranging tuition for yourself or someone in your family, MusicTeachers.co.uk have the tools and options required to make arrnaging music tuition simple and hassle free. Read on for more details.
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Will Piano Lessons Change My Daughter’s Life?

 Each year children begin music lessons for the first time and parents wait with bated breath. The potential of music, although things don’t always work out.
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Why Does Music Teaching Have to Be So White?

 The UK’s Black History Month is always a welcome opportunity to discover and celebrate black artists. In music teaching, their work has long been overlooked.
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Recovery – The True Value of Creative Subjects in Schools

 Why teach creative subjects in schools? Why are children singing when they could be adding sums and swilling test tubes? Especially now, after coronavirus.
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Life as a Session Musician – Interview with Angela Chan and Magesh Magesh

 Ever wondered who’s playing drums for your favourite artist? Or who played violin on that record? The answer is: a session musician.
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Recycle Week 2021 – 4 Ways Musicians Can Save the Environment

 We have a collective responsibility to the planet.Coca-Cola, the Co-op and Waitrose have pledged support.Here are four ways musicians can save the environment.
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4 Steps to Curing Performance Anxiety

 Have you experienced performance anxiety? Does the idea of performing in front of people fill you with fear? Learn about the disorder, and some methods to help.
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Contact MusicTeachers.co.uk


	0113 4830264
	[email protected]
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Do you want to become a teacher with us?

Are you a trained music teacher?

Let us help you with administration, marketing and support.
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